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Purpose
1. Good security planning will assist agencies to identify and manage security risks while
maintaining the continuous delivery of efficient and effective government services. This policy
describes how agencies can effectively manage security risks through planning and embedding
security into risk management practices and procedures.
2.

Security planning through risk management processes enables agencies to prioritise the most
critical risks, set protective security targets, adjust objectives based on changes to the risk
environment, improve agency resilience to threats and overall protective security maturity.

Core Requirement 2

Maintain a security plan1 to manage security risks
Supporting Requirements
3. To establish a security plan that manages security risks, agencies2 must:

I.

determine the agency’s security goals and strategic objectives

II.

determine the risk tolerance for the agency

III.

identify the agency’s security risks, including shared risks

IV.

plan and implement treatments to manage agency security risks

V.

identify a risk manager to be responsible for each security risk, or category of security risk

VI.

document any decisions to deviate from the security plan, including justifications and
alternative treatments implemented

VII.

review the security plan (and any supporting security plans) at least every two years for:
a. the adequacy of existing security arrangements and risk treatments
b. significant changes to the risk environment or tolerance

Where a single security plan is not practicable due to the agency’s size or complexity of business, the accountable
authority may approve a single, strategic-level overarching security plan that addresses the core requirements of the
SAPSF, which is then supported by other more details plans (supporting security plans).
2 This policy applies to all South Australian public sector agencies (as defined in section 3(1) of the Public Sector Act
2009) and to any other person or organisation that is generally subject to the direction of a Minister of the Crown; all of
which are referred to in this policy as “Agencies”.
1
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Terminology
Term

Meaning

MUST

Use of the word must (or required or responsible for) indicates a requirement or action of the
policy to which all agencies must adhere or undertake

MUST NOT

Use of the words must not indicates an action prohibited by this policy

SHOULD

Use of the word should (or recommended) indicates an action that agencies ought to
undertake, unless prevented by legitimate circumstances or justification

SHOULD NOT

Use of the words should not (or not recommended) indicates an action which agencies
should avoid, unless legitimate circumstances prevent another course of action being taken

MAY

Use of the word may indicates an action which is completely optional, but may be provided as
a suggestion or considered best practice

Definitions
Term

Definition

accountable

the person or group of persons responsible for, and with control over, the agency’s operations

authority

agency

as per the definition of public sector agency (as defined in section 3(1) of the Public Sector Act
2009) and to any other person or organisation that is generally subject to the direction of a
Minister of the Crown; all of which are referred to in this policy as “Agencies”.

buffer

see risk tolerance

compromise

includes, but not limited to, loss, misuse, interference, unauthorised access, unauthorised
modification, unauthorised disclosure.

consequence

the resulting effects of compromise, loss, unavailability or damage to an agency’s resources
(commensurate with ‘damage or business impact)

contractor

the external or third-party contracted to provide services to an agency (same as service
provider and for the purposes of this policy, includes subcontractors)

controls

see risk treatment

employee

all people employed by an agency

function

the purpose or role an agency undertakes on behalf of the Government of South Australia

likelihood

the chance of the risk event occurring

mitigation

See risk treatment
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personnel

all people that an agency employs (including contracted employees)

personnel security

the policies and procedures that seek to mitigate the risk of personnel exploiting their legitimate
access to an agency’s information or assets for unauthorised purposes

protection

the treatments, mitigations or controls implemented to prevent or minimise the likelihood, of
compromise to an agency’s people, information or assets

resources

an agency’s people, information and assets

risk appetite

the amount of risk an agency is willing to accept

risk capacity

the maximum amount of risk (boundary) the agency can take and remain operational

risk tolerance

the amount of level of risk an agency is comfortable taking after risk treatments have been
applied to achieve and objective or manage a security risk

risk treatment

considered, coordinated and efficient actions and resources that mitigate or lessen the
likelihood or negative consequences of a security risk

security advisers

employees appointed within an agency to undertake specific responsibilities for security

security maturity

a measure of an agency’s security capability within its risk environment and risk tolerances,
while acknowledging progression toward security outcomes

security plan

how an agency articulates how its security risks have been identified, prioritised and will be
managed in line with the agency’s objectives

security risk

something that can result in compromise, loss, unavailability or damage to an agency’s
resources, including causing harm to people.

service provider

see contractor

shared risk

security risks that extend across multiple agencies and/or their premises, that impact the
community, industry and international or interstate jurisdictions or partners

threat

a declared intent to inflict harm on personnel or property

visitor

any person who is not an agency employee with ongoing access to agency facilities

vulnerability

the degree of susceptibility and resilience of an agency to risks and threats

Acronyms
Acronym

Words

ASE

Agency Security Executive

ASIO

Australian Security Intelligence Organisation

BIL

Business Impact Level
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Acronym

Words

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

LSA

Lead Security Agency
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Guidance
Security planning
4. To be successful at managing security risks, an agency needs to know what the threats are,
what resources need protecting and how they will be protected.
5. Security planning is using sound risk management processes to design, implement, monitor and
review an agency’s protective security arrangements to ensure efficient and effective delivery of
government services. All security planning should be based upon achieving a cycle of
continuous improvement.
The security plan
6. All agencies must develop a security plan which outlines the approach, responsibilities and
resources applied to managing protective security risks in line with the core and supporting
requirements of the SAPSF. A security plan enables agencies to review strategic and
operational risks and implement the appropriate treatments that manage those risks to an
acceptable level.
7. The agency’s accountable authority is responsible for their agency’s security plan, supported
by the Agency Security Executive (ASE).
8. The security plan must take a risk-management approach to protective security and address
threats, risks and vulnerabilities across all areas of security in the agency (governance,
information, personnel and physical).
9. A risk-management approach means making informed decisions about how to implement the
core and supporting requirements of the SAPSF, and includes:
a. undertaking structured risk assessments to identify, analyse and prioritise security risks
b. implementing risk treatments that are considered and coordinated and that involve the
efficient and effective use of resources to mitigate security risks
10. Irrespective of an agency’s function, size or risk environment, the foundation for managing
security risks must be the principles of the SAPSF.
11. Every agency’s security plan will, and should, be different. The plan must reflect the agency’s
protective security requirements in line with the risks that agency faces. As an agency of the
South Australian Government, how risks are managed can have broader implications for other
agencies or the government generally.
12. Security plans should be developed by a person(s) who has a sound understanding of the
agency’s strategic objectives and an appropriate level of security risk management knowledge
and expertise.
13. Security plans should be made available across the agency as it helps to build security culture
and awareness through common understanding, particularly for those with obligations or
responsibilities outlined under the plan.
14. Table 1 – Recommended structure and content coverage of a security planprovides an
overview of the recommended structure and content coverage of a security plan. Agencies
should align their security plan to the core and supporting requirements of the SAPSF.
Table 1 – Recommended structure and content coverage of a security plan
Section of the plan
Security goals and strategic
objectives

Recommended content coverage
The accountable authorities approach and commitment to effective security risk management
of the agency, its security priorities, goals and objectives and the development and promotion
of a positive security culture
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The agency’s security risk environment in which it operates and the security risks to the agency.
Security risk environment

Understanding of what resources (people, information, assets) the agency needs to protect,
what it needs to protect those resources from, and how those risks will be managed in the
agency

Risk tolerance

Security capability and maturity

Security risk management and
treatment strategies

The agency’s level of risk tolerance determined by the level of potential damage to the agency
or the South Australian Government
What the level of security maturity in the agency is, and what capabilities it has in place to
deliver against its security goals and objectives.
What the strategies are to manage risk and implement treatments in the agency, how these
treatments keep risk within tolerances and how security risks are monitored, managed and
reviewed.
Agencies should consider if any evidentiary documents are needed to establish an effective and
comprehensive security plan. Examples include:

Supporting and evidentiary
documents

a.

supporting security plans

b.

security risks assessment reports

c.

security alert levels

d.

threat assessments

e.

site security plans

f.

vulnerability assessments

g.

agency specific security procedures

h.

security risk register

i.

agency security maturity monitoring

j.

critical asset register

k.

security incident register/response procedure

l.

privacy impact assessments

m. ICT system security plans (see SACSF)
n.

information asset register

o.

other agency operational or compliance plans

Supporting security plans
15. Supporting security plans may be appropriate where an agency’s size or complexity of business
makes a single security plan impractical or inappropriate. In such circumstances, the
accountable authority may determine that supporting security plans are needed to address the
complexity of the agency’s business, including where an agency operates over multiple locations
or has multiple distinct functions which have unique or varying security risk profiles.
16. Supporting security plans should cover the same content and structure as security plans
described in this policy.

Setting security goals and strategic objectives
17. The security arrangements of an agency must support and be reflective of the agency’s
strategic objectives by reflecting the risks that would impact upon those objectives being
achieved.
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18. The accountable authority, with support from the ASE, must establish clear security goals that
support both the strategic objectives of the agency and the requirements of the SAPSF, and
reflect those goals in the agency’s security plan.
Security maturity
19. Security maturity is a meaningful way of measuring an agency’s overall security capability in line
with the risk environment and the agency’s risk tolerances. Maturity recognises the inherent
differences between agencies, functions, risk environments and security risks, and
acknowledges the journey agencies may need to take to achieve their security goals and
objectives, while helping to identify areas for improvement.
20. The security maturity of an agency can be measured by how it:
a. understands, prioritises and manages its security risks
b. responds to and learns from security incidents
c. fosters a positive security culture
d. achieves security outcomes and core requirements while delivering business outcomes.
21. It is recommended that agencies consider and develop their security maturity monitoring plans
as part of the agency’s security plan to support SAPSF policy Security monitoring.
22. Table 2 – SAPSF maturity lists the four maturity levels under the SAPSF which agencies
should use to help set security goals and inform risk management decisions. See Annex A for
guidance on how to assess current security maturity levels to inform maturity targets for the
future.
Table 2 – SAPSF maturity levels
Maturity
levels

Target

Definition

Security is ad-hoc, unmanaged and unpredictable.
Informal

Not recommended as a maturity target as
it reflects a lack of capability maturity

Security success relies on individuals rather than effective processes.

Basic

Policies and processes are in place to meet the core and supporting

This level is reflective of developing

requirements of the SAPSF, but security management is mainly

capability maturity and may be

reactive and inconsistent

appropriate as a stepping-stone to a
higher maturity target

Managed

Enhanced

Security of the agency is risk-based, fit-for-purpose measure are in

Managed is considered the effective

place, understood and consistently followed. Ongoing investment is

implementation of the SAPSF core and

required to sustain measures at this level.

supporting requirements.

Security capability is adaptable to a dynamic, high-risk operating

Target should be selected if risks identified

environment. Security culture is embedded and security goals and

require enhanced security measures.

objectives are consistently exceeded.

Risk-based security practices
23. The existence of risk in and of itself is not an inhibitor to achieving the objectives of the agency
or the government generally, but it must be managed.
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24. The accountable authority is responsible for determining and managing their agency’s security
risks, which includes determining the agency’s risk appetite and risk tolerances (see SAPSF
policy Security governance).
Risk appetite
25. In basic terms, risk appetite is expressed in the form of high-level, qualitative statements, or
similar, which reflects an agency’s attitude to risk, and how much risk the agency is willing to
accept.
26. Correctly defined, approached and implemented, risk appetite should help to set the business
and strategic objectives of an agency. Risk appetite is established through careful consideration
of an agency’s function, objectives, resources, the risk environment and the accountable
authority’s approach to risk and security.
27. Risk appetite should help establish the agency’s overall boundary for risk (risk capacity) and
help to set expectations by informing agency staff, external stakeholders or parties of the risk
posture of the agency. Without a defined risk appetite, an agency cannot determine its risk
tolerances.
Risk tolerance
28. Risk tolerance is an informed decision to accept risk after risk treatments have been applied.
Although agencies must endeavour to minimise their levels of risk as low as is reasonable
through, risk tolerance allows for the practical application of risk appetite and can lead to
innovative business practices and positive business outcomes.
29. The agency’s risk tolerance must include:
a. the expectations for mitigating, accepting and pursuing specific types of risk
b. boundaries and thresholds for acceptable risk taking (measurable operational limits)
c. actions to be taken or consequences for exceeding approved tolerances.
30. The risk tolerance should take into account changes in the risk environment and changes to the
accountable authority’s or broader government’s objectives or risk appetite. Risk tolerance is
often specified for relevant risks, and can be expressed as ‘acceptable’, ‘tolerable’ or
‘unacceptable’ levels and is subject to measuring and monitoring.

Identifying security risks
Security risk assessments
31. People, information and assets (including ICT) require protections to ensure the ongoing
operation of an agency and to protect state and national interests.
32. A security risk (including shared risk) can result in compromise, loss, unavailability or damage to
an agency’s resources, including causing harm to people. Security risk is the effect3 of
uncertainty on the agency’s objectives and is measured in terms of the chance of the risk event
occurring (likelihood) and the outcomes if the risk event occurs (consequence).
33. Security risk assessments create a clear, comprehensive and concise list of potential sources of
risks, threats, vulnerabilities or criticalities to the agency and its ability to deliver its core function
for government. When determining what risks, threats, vulnerabilities or criticalities could affect
the agency or resources, agencies should consider:
a. what could happen? (potential event or incident and resulting outcomes or
consequences)
b. what is the likely outcome and impact if it does happen?

3

The effects of a security risk result in a deviation from what is expected, or planned, and can be either positive or
negative.
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c. how likely is it to happen? (frequency)
d. where could it happen? (location and assets affected)
e. what could make it happen? (sources, potential threats, triggers, catalysts)
f.

do we need more information to properly assess this risk?

g. why could it happen? (vulnerabilities, gaps, inadequate arrangements)
h. who could be affected? (individuals or groups, stakeholders, service providers)
i.

does mitigating this risk create other risks to clients or the public?

34. It is not consistent with this policy to intentionally lower the likelihood or consequence in order to
produce a lower risk level.
Threat assessments
35. A threat assessment identifies where the threats to an agency, or its resources, come from, and
considers the likelihood that threat will eventuate. The level of threat is a combination of the
intent and capability to cause harm or damage. Threats can be either malicious or accidental.
Vulnerability assessments
36. A vulnerability assessment identifies how likely an agency, or its resources, are to be impacted
by the identified risks. Understanding the vulnerability of the agency to risk informs the likelihood
and consequence of those risks. Vulnerability should be used to help prioritise risks and
develop treatments.
Criticality assessments
37. The criticality of a resource reflects how important that resource is to the agency’s operations.
The resources in an agency which are critical to its operation should have the greatest
protections assigned to them.
38. A criticality assessment will depend upon the agency’s function, business objectives and risk
environment. Typically, a criticality assessment includes:
a. criticality ratings – a measure of the importance to the agency (e.g. numerical scale,
importance value scale or business impact level (BIL))
b. consequence of compromise – what could happen
c. category – what part of the agency or business would this impact? (e.g. employees,
financial)
Analysing security risks
39. Once the agency’s security risks have been identified, an assessment can be undertaken to
determine if existing security controls or risk treatments are adequate.
40. Risks should be defined in terms of likelihood and consequence to produce a risk rating, which
is then used to assist in prioritising the risks in descending order. It is recommended that
agencies adopt a risk rating-matrix approach to determining the levels or risk which aligns to
agency risk tolerances.
Evaluating security risks
41. Following analysis, security risks must be evaluated to work out if those risks are acceptable
(tolerable, within existing controls) or unacceptable (intolerable, in need of additional treatments
or prohibited). See Risk tolerance for more information.
Shared risks
42. Shared security risks are those that extend across multiple agencies and/or their premises, that
impact the community, industry and international or interstate jurisdictions or partners. Shared
security risks require a high-level of cooperation and communication between agency
stakeholders to be effectively understood and managed.
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43. It is recommended that agencies with shared tenancies or facilities conduct risk assessments to
evaluate the security risks for the co-tenancy and apply appropriate security treatments to
address the combined risks.
44. If an agency assesses a security risk is, or needs to be shared due to its location (e.g. physical
boundaries, shared public spaces, government precincts), it should identify and engage with
any other agencies or entities it deems are affected by the security risk, and coordinate any risk
treatment accordingly.
45. If no other party with whom the security risk can be shared can be reasonable identified, the
agency must mitigate the security risk to the extent it is able to within its function and operations.
46. If agencies with shared security risks have different tolerances for the risk, it is recommended
that all parties identify the areas of difference and if additional treatments can be implemented to
alleviate any concerns.
47. All roles and responsibilities for shared risks must be clearly defined to reduce the likelihood that
a security risk is neglected or overlooked. It is recommended that agencies negotiate an
appropriate risk manager for all shared risks.

Planning and implementing risk treatments
48. Risk treatments are the controls or mitigations put in place to reduce or manage the security
risks an agency has identified to within the agency risk tolerance levels. Risk treatments can be
applied separately or in combination with other treatments to achieve a desired result.
49. Agencies should balance the cost and effort of implementing treatments against the expected
benefits to ensure that the treatment is proportional to the risk rating (see Analysing security
risks). It may not be possible or cost-effective to implement all possible risk treatments,
however, agencies must prioritise and implement the most appropriate or effective treatments.
50. The Australian Standards HB 167: Security Risk Management provides a six-step process for
treating risks that entails:
a. prioritising intolerable risks
b. establishing treatment options
c. identifying and developing treatment options
d. evaluating treatment options
e. detailing the design and review of chosen options, including management of residual
risks
f.

communicating and implementing the selected treatments

Treatment plans
51. Treatment plans should be used to assist agencies in selecting, implementing, monitoring and
reviewing risk treatments to ensure their effectiveness and appropriateness. Effective treatment
plans:
a. prioritise the risks to be treated
b. monitor the risk after treatments have been applied
c. identify gaps and residual risks that may require further treatments
d. record decisions about treatments and actions taken
e. determine and monitor timeframes for implementation of treatments
f.

identify resources and responsibilities required to achieve treatment outcomes
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Risk treatment strategies
52. Table 3 – Risk treatment strategies provides some examples for agencies to consider using
when assessing whether risk treatments will be effective in reducing security risks:
Table 3 – Risk treatment strategies
Strategy

Accept risk

Avoid risk

Exploit risk

Reason/cause/action


the risk is considered tolerable (before or after treatment) based on an informed decision



there is no other option but to accept the risk and monitor it until circumstances change and
action can be taken



the benefits of accepting a higher level of risk outweigh the consequences



the risk is considered intolerable but capability, resources or exceptional circumstances give cause
to accept the higher risk



do not start or undertake actions or take decisions that give rise to the risk



remove or reduce the activities or personnel that are causing, or creating exposure to, the risk



take or increase the level of risk in order to realise the benefit an opportunity presents by ensuring
the event occurs



change the likelihood and/or consequence by:

Reduce risk

o

implementing new treatments or controls to reduce, deter, delay or detect the threat or
event

o

improving business processes, training or practices

o

establishing or improving audit and compliance arrangements, contractual agreements,
communication channels etc.



the risk has no single owner and/or other agencies or entities are exposed to the same or similar
risks (such as shared tenancies, shared services, partnerships or joint ventures)



the risk has no apparent owner.

Share risk

Implementing treatments
53. Implementation is the process of deciding on the resources required and who is responsible for
applying the risk treatments. It should also include the details of what ongoing resources are
needed to maintain the treatment to the required level.
Scalable measures
54. In planning and implementing treatments for security risks, agencies must consider how
treatments can be scaled to account for increases and decreases to the threat level4.
55. Scalable measures may need to consider:
a. how the threat level is identified and monitored for change
b. determining who in the agency needs to be informed of changes to the threat level
c. determining who is responsible for implementing change to the risk treatments
d. ensuring business continuity planning can account for increases to heightened threat
levels
e. what additional resources may be needed if the threat level increases

4

Including changes to the National Terrorism Threat Level
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Security alert levels
56. Agencies may consider implementing internal security alert levels as a way of informing or
educating employees of the security measures in place or that may be required, as well as their
own security responsibilities under different security threat levels.
57. Security risks can be categorised into three areas:
a. Event – an event is an incident impacting the agency’s ability to function (e.g. extreme
weather event, fire etc.)
b. Threat – a threat is a declared intent to inflict harm on personnel or property
c. Activity – an activity is an action by one or more people that leads to a negative impact
on physical security (e.g. protests, filming of personnel or premises)
58. In line with the BILs, Table 4 – Example security alert levelsprovides some examples of
security alert levels.
Table 4 – Example security alert levels
Security alert
levels

Likelihood of threat

Security measures required

Applies when only general
Low

concerns exist regarding an

Existing security measures are sufficient

event, threat or activity
Applied when an event, threat or
Medium

activity will possibly occur
(feasible)

High

Security measures are sustainable for lengthy periods without causing

activity is likely (expected) to

undue hardship to employees, affecting operational capability or

occur

aggravating relationships with the local or broader community

activity is imminent or has
occurred
Applies when a severe event,

Catastrophic

agency’s operations

Applies when an event, threat or

Applies when an event, threat or
Extreme

Security measures are maintainable indefinitely, with minimal impact on the

threat or activity is imminent or
has occurred

Security measures will not be sustainable over the long-term without
creating hardship and affecting the agency’s operations and employees

Advice from other agencies, Lead Security Agencies (LSA), or the National
Security Hotline is required for additional security measures

59. In determining the security alert level, it is recommended that agencies monitor:
a. National Terrorism Threat Level Advisory System and advice
b. police and emergency management advice
c. Bureau of Meteorology advice
d. agency security incident reports
e. media reports

Identifying risk managers
60. Agencies must appoint a risk manager to be responsible for each security risk, or category of
security risk, that the agency identifies.
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61. A risk manager should be a person, or group of people, capable of monitoring, managing and
reviewing risks, including any treatments that are applied, and for any changes to the risk, threat,
vulnerability or criticality of the agency’s resources.
62. Agencies with shared risks must determine an appropriate risk manager between all affected
parties.

Deviating from the security plan or SAPSF requirements
63. Agencies are responsible for managing their own risks and implementing appropriate
treatments in line with the core and supporting requirements of the SAPSF and their security
plan. However, it is recommended that agencies treat their security plan as a ‘living document’
that can be adjusted as needed to address new or changing risks.
64. If circumstances in an agency, such as an increase in risk, threat vulnerability or criticality, the
agency must document any decisions made to deviate from or alter the security plan, including
any justifications and alternative risk treatments implemented.
65. If an agency is unable to implement a core or supporting requirement, the risk management
approach of the SAPSF agencies may implement an alternative risk treatment where it achieves
an equivalent or better level of protection afforded by the SAPSF requirement.
66. As above, the accountable authority or ASE of the agency must document the decision and, if
required, adjust the agency’s security plan and maturity level. See section Implementing core
and supporting requirements of the SAPSF in SAPSF policy Security governance for more
detail.

Reviewing the security plan
67. Security plans must be reviewed at least every two years to ensure the adequacy of existing
protective security arrangements and risks treatments, while also monitoring for significant
changes to the agency’s risk environment or tolerance levels.
68. Where changes to the risk environment or tolerance is identified, it is recommended agencies
review their security plans at this time.
69. Agencies must determine how their security plan (and any supporting security plans) will be
reviewed. Agencies’ plans may be reviewed by the ASE or appropriate security adviser, through
a security governance or protective security committee, or via an external security consultant.
70. When reviewing the security plan, it is recommended that agencies seek advice and technical
assistance from specialist agencies or entities, such as:
a. The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) for threat assessments
b. ASIO-T4 Protective Security for physical security advice or technical assistance
c. Protective Security Services Branch for physical security advice
d. South Australia Police for state criminal threat information
e. The Australian Government Security Vetting Agency for security vetting procedural
advice
f.

other subject matter experts
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Annex A: Assessing security maturity
The following tables provide guidance for agencies to assess their own security capability and
maturity against the core and supporting requirements of the SAPSF. This guidance can be used to
assist agencies in establishing their maturity targets for their security plan and for completing their
annual security attestation (see SAPSF policy Annual security attestation).
Agencies should use the information they’ve collected to determine which level best represents the
agency’s security capability and maturity, and to determine where the agency needs to be in the
future.
To generate the most accurate assessment of the agency’s security capability and maturity, it is
recommended to involve employees with a broad range of levels and business responsibilities from
across the breadth of the agency’s function and locations (if applicable).
Agencies may assess their security capability and/or maturity sits between the maturity levels, in
which case a partial ‘score’ (e.g. 2.5) can be used.
Annex Table 1 – SAPSF maturity level indicators outlines indicators for agencies to assess their overall
security capability and maturity level.
Annex Table 1 – SAPSF maturity level indicators
Maturity
levels

Informal

Indicators


Security is ad-hoc, unmanaged and unpredictable



The agency may meet SAPSF core or supporting requirements in some areas



Security resources are assigned reactively and based on who is available rather than competency or
role responsibilities



Knowledge and understanding of security risks is poor and inconsistent across the agency



Issues identified are usually dealt with, but improvements are reactive after incidents, rather than
proactive to prevent incidents



Security successes rely on the expertise of individuals rather than organisational knowledge and
established security culture; loss of key employees would have significant impacts upon the agency’s
security capability



Security information is siloed, duplicated and inconsistent



Security management lacks the tools needed to be effective



The agency meets most of the SAPSF core and supporting requirements and security has broad
management practices in place



The importance of security is recognised and key leadership responsibilities are assigned and
understood



Known security risks are understood and sometimes reviewed, including effectiveness of treatments



Required security policies are in place, but awareness and application of those policies is sporadic and
not procedurally driven



Security results are generally more consistent across the agency



Protective security measures are at a basic overall level. Security planning, including risk management is
inconsistent and the agency’s ability to adapt to changing or emerging risks is limited



Key security information and essential security requirements are managed well

1

Basic
2
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Managed
3

Enhanced
4



Tools and technologies to assist security management meet basic needs but are not centrally organised
or integrated well



The agency has achieved all the core and supporting requirements and is delivering the security
outcomes of the SAPSF



Security of the agency is risk-based, fit-for-purpose measure are in place, understood and consistently
followed



Effective security governance has been established. The agency’s leadership supports and
demonstrates a high-level of security awareness and practice



Security is factored into the strategic objectives of the agency and leadership is empowered to make
decisions to support good security



Employees responsible for security have the required level of security knowledge, skill or expertise
appropriate to the agency



Risks are routinely identified, monitored and reviewed. New risks are quickly identified and addressed



Resources are allocated efficiently and dynamically to address areas of significant security risk



Security policies and procedures are well defined, well organised, well understood and consistently
followed/applied



The agency’s monitoring capabilities and practices identify areas for improvement quickly



Tools and technologies to assist security management are effective, well managed and integrate
effectively



Strategic objectives and maturity targets are achieved or sustained



Investment in security is ongoing to sustain measures at this level



The agency has surpassed the outcomes of some or all the core and supporting requirements



Day-to-day activities or processes are adaptable to dynamic risk environments



Security culture is embedded and ubiquitous



Employees undertake regular security refreshers or training to ensure skills are current and relevant to
the agency’s needs. Security is maintained through role successions



Processes are in place to identify and test security improvement



Tools and technologies to assist security management enable collaboration across the agency and
improve process efficiency



The agency has achieved a cycle of continuous improvement



Planning integrates short, medium and long-term objectives effectively and seamlessly and adapts
quickly to sudden changes



Security management information is captured, analysed and circulated in real-time when needed.
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Governance Security maturity indicators
SAPSF Policy

Informal - 1

Basic - 2

Managed - 3

Enhanced - 4

GOVSEC1: Security









In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’:



The accountable authority has implemented a protective

governance

The accountable authority is at best partially aware of the

The accountable authority understands their security

SAPSF and their protective security responsibilities within

responsibilities and has basic measures in place to meet

supporting requirements of the SAPSF to a level that

the agency

the SAPSF core and supporting requirements

identifies, assesses, monitors and reviews the agency’s

Core Requirement 1:


Security management personnel are appointed in name



only. Formal day-to-day functional security leadership has

however, that person has limited involvement in the

authority must establish

not been assigned

delivery of the agency’s security goals.

and adopts a dynamic, risk-based approach to protective


agency

Good security practice is not understood or modelled by



the agency’s leadership or employees




risks and arrangements. The ASE is highly aware of the
Security management is assigned to at least cover the


There are limited or no defined reporting lines for


Day-to-day security responsibilities are unstructured and





across all elements or functions of the entity


The ASE ensures the agency’s Executive and Governance

affecting the agency’s security, including allocation of

groups are involved in security decisions, training and

resources

planning, and are aware of how security impacts their

Day-to-day security management responsibilities have
been clearly defined and assigned across all domains of



Security management and leaders drive continuous

Protective security management and governance

protective security, including for driving the agency’s

improvement to security within their business units

Security management is reactive and processes and

structures are occasionally reviewed to ensure

security culture and cycle of continuous improvement.

through identifying areas for improvement

treatments are ad hoc (e.g. security incident

responsibilities and reporting lines are appropriate and

management)

effective

Overall responsibility for security is unclear and employee









Security management and leaders are known and

Security performance does not align with the agency’s

good security practices


security goals

Long-term security planning has been undertaken to
ensure resources and priorities are maintained



Security performance routinely exceeds the agency’s
security goals

approachable. They lead by example and actively model





Security is a significant priority for the agency.



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’:



Protective security is fully integrated into the agency’s

The agency’s employees understand and accept their
security responsibilities

Security management is adequately resourced (limited



security budget) but additional resources are required


Day-to-day security management and the agency’s

The agency’s employees view security as the

The agency has some ability to assess its security culture



security, including actively identifying areas for

monitoring and review processes are effective



The agency’s employees are central to the success of
improvement and driving positive cultural change



security governance are clearly delineated to ensure

responsibility of a few managers and specialists

Security is not a priority for the agency



Effective security relies upon individual managers or
coordination



Security incidents or issues are routinely reported,
assessed and managed (well-resourced)

employees. There is lack of central oversight and

There is no security awareness training available, and the
agency’s employees do not understand security risk



The ASE has been empowered to make decisions

Formal and connected risk management processes exist

responsibilities.


security management

awareness and security culture are poor




not interconnected. There is limited interaction with
Security management is insufficiently resourced (no
security budget) and



security.

agency’s security goals and maturity level.

protective security domains (information, personnel,
physical)

protective security management

The agency’s Agency Security Executive has active and
effective oversight of the agency’s protective security

the right security


security regime that exceeds the outcomes of the SAPSF

security risks.
An ASE has been assigned responsibility for security,

The accountable

governance for the

The accountable authority has implemented all core and

Security training (including awareness training) is
undertaken routinely and lessons learned are fed back for
planning and policy reviews

Security is a low priority for the agency


Security performance reflects the agency’s security goals



Security is priority for the agency, and is factored into all
decision making processes

GOVSEC2: Security
planning
Core Requirement 2:



Some security risks and requirements are reflected in the



Agency planning considers known security risks and



Agency planning is comprehensive to ensure people,

agency’s strategy and planning, however, is not

needs, but may not be informed by the most up-to-date

information and assets are protected. All areas of the

widespread or consistent

or informed risk, threat, vulnerability or criticality

agency and its function are reflected in agency planning.

business strategy and objectives

assessments
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Maintain a security plan



to manage security risks



The agency does not understand security risks broadly, or



how they can impact the efficient and effective delivery

strategic objectives, maturity targets, key risk, threat,

of government services

vulnerability and criticality assessments and risk
treatment plans.




The plan has been endorsed by the accountable authority
but is reviewed no earlier than every 2 years, and may be
out of date



process.


The agency’s security planning generally mitigates known
or significant security risks effectively, but there are no
established measures in place to confirm their

There are no or limited security policies or procedures




There is no documented business continuity plan



There is no or limited capability to increase security levels
or resources during a security incident or event



analyse risks, threats, vulnerabilities and criticalities


A robust security culture ensures opportunities to
enhance security planning and actions are identified



The business continuity plan is regularly exercised and



The security plan is reviewed a least every 2 years to
ensure it is relevant to the agency’s risk profile.

People responsible for planning are appropriately skilled,
are robust



Data is readily available to assist risk assessments and to

reviewed to ensure the agency is prepared for disruption



Security management regularly reviews the plan and uses
it to inform decision making.

but may not have the time or resources to ensure plans
The agency’s risk tolerances are unknown.

Strategies, plans and processes are dynamic, wellinformed and evidence based.

All security risks are proactively managed to reduce the
it does

effectiveness

documented and in place. Application of these policies or



The agency’s plan demonstrates clear understanding of

likelihood of something occurring, or the consequences if

comprehensive.

procedures is highly variable and inconsistent



goals

Security planning is ad hoc. A security plan may be
partially developed but may not be current or

The security plan supports the agency’s broader business

the security risks, informed by a robust risk management

confidence knowing what the agency’s risks are





The is no or limited structure to risk management
processes in the agency and there is little or no



The security plan captures the agency’s security goals,



The security plan is flexible and adaptable to changing or

A basic business continuity plan has been developed but

emerging risks. Security management updates the plan

it is not routinely reviewed or updated

according to changes to risk, threat, vulnerability or
criticality.



There is an ad hoc approach to increasing security levels
or resources during a security incident or event



The Executive and Governance groups of the agency are
aware of the security plan and are informed of progress
against, and changes to, the plan



The agency’s business continuity plan is regularly tested
and reviewed



The security plan is communicated and available to those
who need it



The security plan is scalable to account for increased
security levels or need for resources during a security
incident or event

GOVSEC3: Security



monitoring

The agency has no defined monitoring structure in place



improvement is inconsistent and/or inefficiently applied

vulnerabilities or criticalities

(e.g. security information needs to be re-gathered every

Core requirement 3:


Security planning is not centrally coordinated, so

and is unaware of any changes to risks, threats,

time a review is undertaken)
arrangements as there is no central coordination of

maturity against the

security risk management



SAPSF core and supporting requirements

Any security plans or processes in place are not reviewed



or updated routinely




There is some confidence the agency meets some of the

security plan

Security is not a part of the agency’s business planning



The agency reviews its security arrangements at least
annually

The agency has limited confidence in its security

Monitor security









In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



The agency has continuous monitoring and spot-checking

Security reporting and risk assessments contain the level

capability in place which can identify the breakdown or

of detail the agency requires to keep its plans accurate

failure of critical risk treatments. Many of these processes

and effective

are automated

Assurance activities are undertaken on a routine basis



The effectiveness of risk treatments not subject to

Security plans and procedures are only reviewed

and considered a core part of security planning and risk

continuous monitoring are routinely audited and

reactively

management

assessed

The agency plans to implement better assurance
practices but is yet to do so
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Security decisions are informed by evidence collected by



The agency routinely reports security performance to

the agency through routine business practices. Security

employees, including changes to risks, threats,

maturity can be effectively measured by this evidence.

vulnerabilities and criticalities (where there is no reason

Some of this information is automated.

to restrict that information)
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Criteria is established to ensure each security risk, threat,



The agency has a governance or audit committee in place

vulnerability or criticality is reviewed according to the

to provide independent oversight of the effectiveness

level of risk

and efficiency of the security arrangements

Security policies and procedures are effective at meeting
the security needs of the agency, in line with the security
plan



Security performance is consistent with the agency’s
business plan and security goals



The agency undertakes periodic independent security
reviews and the outcomes inform security planning and
risk management decisions



Monitoring processes, including environmental scanning,
identify changes to risk, threat, vulnerabilities or
criticalities

GOVSEC4: Annual



The agency has no defined structure in place to monitor
or assess its protective security risks, the risk

security attestation

environment or the required security measures
Core Requirement 4:

Provide an annual

evidence-based outcomes


Premier and Cabinet on
progress against the
security plan



The agency has limited confidence it meets all the



requirements of the SAPSF


Assurance measures are informal, inconsistent and lack

security attestation to
the Department of the



assessment activities

The agency has the ability to perform assurance activities



effectively, however, the capability is reactive only


There is a lack of continuity between assurance activities

Protective security is not a part of the agency’s strategic

meaning roles and responsibilities need to be reassigned

risk management activities

each time and there is often duplication of effort in
collecting and collating information





In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



The agency has continuous monitoring in place to detect

Assurance is a routine component of the protective

and prevent control breakdowns. This monitoring is

security performance of the agency

supported by automation, at least in high-risk areas

Evidence is used as the basis for both security



performance and identifying security mitigations


There is limited or no audit mechanisms in place to assess
the effectiveness of policies, procedures or measures

The agency completes all annual assurance and

Security risks are routinely considered by the agency’s

regularly checked


executive and security governance bodies



The protective security program is informally monitored



The agency obtains limited information to demonstrate
the effectiveness of protective security policies, processes
and measures

Monitoring capability it commensurate with the criticality

security risks
Assurance activities automatically inform changes to
security policies and measures


Ongoing monitoring can actively identify improvements
to security, changes in risk levels and if security measures
are being implemented correctly or appropriately



The agency routinely gathers evidence to assist in
demonstrating performance and improvement, and the
effectiveness of existing security measures

OFFICIAL

performance of the organisation to all employees, except



The agency receives independent oversight on the
effectiveness of security measures from a governance or
audit committee

The agency periodically commissions independent
assurance reviews, at least the management of significant



The agency provides periodic reporting on the security
where there is a reason to restrict the information

support it
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strategic objectives and, as far as possible, is designed to



Performance indicators to significant security risks are
captured to inform real-time responses

of the security risk or agency resources


Security measures not subject to automation are
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GOVSEC5: Managing the



The agency does seek clarification or visibility of the



The levels of due diligence on the security procedures or



The agency conducts due diligence checks on contractors

security of contractors

security procedures or measures of external contractors

measures of external contractors or service providers is

and service providers to ensure the conditions of the

and service providers

or service providers before sharing sensitive information

inconsistent across the agency

contract are being met

with them
Core Requirement 5:




In addition to the criteria or ‘managed’



The agency encourages and contractors and service
providers to contribute to and participate in the agency’s



Security is not a consideration in procurement decisions

Procurement decisions identify requirements for people,



information and assets to remain protected

Procurement contracts include standard terms and

continuous improvement program, including optimising

conditions relating to security

their own procedures or measures

Ensure contractors and


service providers are

The agency’s plans and procedures include guidance for



The agency is able to identify changed or emerging risks

compliant with all

working with, or entering into contracts with, external

relating to contractors and service providers and put in

relevant agency and

service providers

place mitigations to improve existing and future contracts

SAPSF requirements

and services


Contractors and service providers are routinely audited
for compliance with the security requirements of their
contract, and are held accountable for the results

GOVSEC6: Security



The agency has access to foreign government information



The agency has access to foreign government information



The agency has access to foreign government information



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



Where an entity has access to foreign government

governance for

and assets but either does not or only partially

and assets. There is substantial awareness, through

and assets and consistently applies handling and

international sharing

understands and implements handling and protection

training and accessibility of applicable agreements, of the

protection requirements agreed in international

requirements agreed in international arrangement to

level of handling protection requirements agreed in

agreements and arrangements to which Australia is a

information and assets, it actively implements and

which Australia is a party.

international agreements and arrangements to which

party.

monitors handling requirements agreed in international

Core Requirement 6:

agreements and arrangements to which Australia is a

Australia is a party.

Ensure adherence to any



Alternatively, the agency is confident it does not have

provisions for the security

access to any information that would be governed by

of people, information

international agreements to which Australia is a party.

party – and these are consistently applied.


The entity proactively contributes to, and identifies,

and assets contained in

opportunities to evolve multilateral, bilateral agreements

international agreements

and arrangements to which Australia is a party on sharing

and arrangements to

and protection of information and assets.

which Australia is a party

Information security maturity indicators
SAPSF Policy

Informal - 1

Basic - 2

Managed - 3

Enhanced - 4

INFOSEC1: Protecting









In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



The agency actively seeks to and contributes to

official information

The agency has a little or no understanding of the
information assets it has and does not proactively seek to
identify which assets require protection. The agency is

Core Requirement 7:

unaware if any information assets require security

information against

those with protective security responsibilities


classify and protect its information assets. These

There are some pockets of good information security

continuous improvement of information security


compromise

Protective markings are not (or infrequently) used
(including email). Any protective markings are applied



effectively across the agency
Most, if not all information (including email) is
protectively marked, although sometimes incorrectly.

manually, inconsistently and often incorrectly
There are limited or no information security measures in
place to protect information assets (including ICT
systems), and no understanding if any measures are
effective or proportionate

employees manually applying the appropriate markings


Only simple information security measures are in place
for areas holding physical information assets, ICT
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internally and across government


Information security measures are highly adaptable and
responsive



Some marking is automated, however, most relies on


Changes to information security policies and procedures
are consistent with the security plan and communicated

generally inconsistent


The agency has effective processes in place to assess,
processes are well understood and frequently reviewed

practices, but protections and understanding are

classification and associated protections

Protect official

Information security is generally only practised well by

The security measures in place to protect information are
proportionate to the agency’s information assets



All the agency’s information assets are classified,
protectively marked, accessed and handled in line with
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Unauthorised access to the agency’s information or

equipment and general information access controls are

the South Australian Information Classification System

systems is unlikely to be identified

basic

and requirements of the SAPSF

The agency would not know how to create, access,



handle or protect security classified information



Unauthorised access to the agency’s information can



The agency has effective measures in place to detect and

sometimes be identified retrospectively, however real-

deter unauthorised or inappropriate access to its

time monitoring capability is low or non-existent

information assets (including ICT)

The agency may have identified a need for creating,



Information security measures are all consistent and

accessing or handling security classified information, but

compliant with PC012 Information Privacy Principles

does not have the required systems or processes in place

(IPPS) Instruction and other relevant South Australian
policy and legislation


All information is appropriately disposed of once it is no
longer needed



Robust policies and procedures are in place to manage
mobile devices and remote working arrangements



The agency has the required systems and processes in
place to create, access and handle security classified
information



All employees creating, accessing and handling security
classified information hold security clearances at the
required level

INFOSEC2: Accessing



official information

There are limited or no information security measures in



Only simple information security measures are in place



Robust security measures are in place to protect the

place to protect information assets from unauthorised

for areas holding physical information assets, ICT

agency’s information assets (including ICT) and access

access (including ICT)

equipment and ICT system access controls are basic

controls are highly effective



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



The agency actively seeks to and contributes to
continuous improvement of information security

Core Requirement 8:


There is limited or no understanding of where and how



There is some understanding of where and how



The agency has a clear understanding of what and how

Ensure official

information is shared outside of the agency, including

information is shared outside of the agency, including

information is shared outside of the agency, including

information is available

with contractors or service providers

with contractors or service providers, and basic

with contractors and service providers. Appropriate

protections are in place to control unauthorised access

measures (including contracts or agreements) are in place

to those who need it




Information security measures are highly adaptable and
responsive

Unauthorised access to the agency’s information or
systems is unlikely to be identified (including ICT)



internally and across government



The agency does not know if it needs security cleared

Unauthorised access to the agency’s information can



Access permissions or rights are changed or removed

sometimes be identified retrospectively, however real-

routinely when employees change roles or leave the

time monitoring capability is low or non-existent

agency.

personnel


The agency may have identified employees requiring



security clearances or other positions of trust

Unauthorised access to the agency’s information can be
identified retrospectively and often in real-time. The
agency conducts scheduled and unannounced tests and
audits of its controls and access to information



Security measures include segregating duties and
reducing opportunities for unauthorised or unintentional
access and/or misuse of information assets

INFOSEC3: Robust ICT
and cyber security



New or existing ICT systems are not certified or
accredited



The agency has basic certification and accreditation
processes for new and existing ICT systems, but they are
inconsistently applied
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All new and existing ICT systems are certified and
accredited according to the requirements of the SACSF



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’
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Core Requirement 9:



The agency has no security measures in place for ICT



system development

Some security measures are in place for ICT system



development

Safeguard ICT systems
from compromise to
ensure confidentiality,
integrity and availability



There are inadequate ICT system access controls in place



There are basic ICT system access controls in place



There are limited or no measures in place to identify and



The agency understands existing and emerging cyber



of official information is

respond to targeted cyber intrusions. Responses to cyber

threats and some measures are in place to identify and

maintained

threats or attacks are reactive

mitigate targeted cyber intrusions. It would not take long

The agency has effective ICT and cyber security measures



The agency actively seeks to and contributes to

in place to detect and deter unauthorised or

continuous improvement of information security

inappropriate access to its information assets

internally and across government

Robust ICT system access control are in place



Information security measures are highly adaptable and
responsive

for capability to be exceeded by increasing threats

Personnel security maturity indicators
SAPSF Policy

Informal - 1

Basic - 2

Managed - 3

Enhanced - 4

PERSEC1: Recruiting









In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



The agency routinely applies all non-mandatory pre-

employees
Core Requirement 10:

The agency performs limited or no identify or background
checks to establish suitability for employment



Ensure the suitability of

Security measures to ensure only suitable employees are

Pre-employment screening checks are in place that meet

all mandatory requirements of the SAPSF, as well as other

the mandatory requirements of the SAPSF


relevant checks that help establish the suitability of new
Some additional role-based, pre-employment checks are

given access to sensitive information, assets or facilities

undertaken for some employees, but not on a routine

are inconsistently applied

basis



The agency does not proactively assess what it needs to



employment screening checks in addition to the

employees

mandatory checks for all employees, regardless of their


all new employees


The agency’s pre-employment screening program meets

All pre-employment practices are role-based and
consistently applied

Roles requiring security clearances or higher-levels of

role


The agency uses security clearances as a method to

protect from the insider threat or how an insider might

suitability assurance have been identified and recorded.

ensure a higher level of suitability amongst new

breach security

Some security measures are in place to minimise the risks

employees, even where those employees may not access

from employees that do not hold appropriate level

security classified material

Employees are not aware of their specific security

clearances



responsibilities

Recruitment processes are routinely reviewed to ensure
their effectiveness

PERSEC2: Maintaining



Agency employees are often dismissive of personnel



security risks and awareness of threats and agency

employee suitability

expectations is poor
Core Requirement 11:

Ensure ongoing

procedures





participate in any processes

employees



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



Employee role changes automatically include security and

There are some areas of good personnel security
awareness and practices, but it is inconsistently applied



All employees understand their security expectation for
maintaining their ongoing suitability and actively

understand the security lifecycle

The agency would not likely be able to determine a
trusted insider breaching security requirements or

suitability of all

The people responsible for personnel security generally

suitability assessments to manage any security risks


Employees genuinely care for their colleagues and the
security of the agency and contribute to detecting,

There are some mechanisms in place to assess the



improve processes and reduce any likelihood of insider

reporting and managing concerning behaviours

ongoing suitability of most agency employees


There are no mechanisms in place to ensure the ongoing
suitability of existing agency employees





The agency would not know if it has security cleared
personnel or if they are managing those clearances
appropriately

threat


Effective mechanisms are in place to assess, monitor and

Security concerns regarding employees are sometimes

manage the ongoing suitability of all agency employees,

reported, but the practice is not widespread and there

especially those in higher-risk positions



The agency is assured that security clearance holders are
complying with all requirements and are actively

are limited mechanisms in place to deal with such events


Security incidents are routinely reviewed and assessed to

monitoring suitability for changes in risk


All positions requiring security clearances have been

The agency has limited confidence that security clearance

identified and recorded, and all employees occupying

holders are managing their clearances appropriately.

those roles hold clearances as the appropriate levels



Stakeholders who may be affected by identified security
risks are communicated with in an effective and timely
manner



The agency has a high degree of confidence that security
clearance holders are managing their clearances
appropriately
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Personnel security measures are consistent with the
agency’s risk profile and changes to policies, procedures
or expectations are well communicated

PERSEC3: Employee



separation
Core Requirement 12:

There is no formal separation/exit procedure for agency



employees


There are no or limited records to identify and remove

The agency follows basic separation procedures for
associated with former employees are not identified or

or need to be managed for security or other reasons

separation of all



employees

The agency is unaware of any ongoing security risks





Employees are unaware or dismissive of ongoing security

Most accesses are successfully removed following
separation, however, there is only limited confidence that

associated with former employees

former employees no longer maintain any access


obligations



In addition to the criteria of ‘managed’



Security incidents are routinely reviewed and assessed to
improve processes and reduce any likelihood of insider

managed


The agency has a robust procedure in place to manage
employees who separate from the agency, change roles

accesses to agency information or assets after separation
Securely manage the



employees exiting the agency, but ongoing security risks

Majority of employees understand their ongoing security
obligations

Ongoing security risks arising from separating employees
are identified, monitored and managed as required





threat


The agency has effective methods to communicate

Security concerns are routinely shared with relevant

security concerns with relevant authorities or

authorities or stakeholders

stakeholders, including lessons learned

All employees are aware of their ongoing security



The agency has mechanisms in place to be able to
monitor former employees to ensure they are

obligations

maintaining any security obligations

Physical security maturity indicators
SAPSF Policy

Informal - 1

Basic - 2

Managed - 3

Enhanced - 4

PHYSEC1: Physical









In addition to the criteria or ‘managed’



The agency actively seeks to and contributes to

The agency does not proactively assess its physical
security risks and does not know what assets require the

security

most protection
Core Requirement 13:

Implement physical
security measures that
minimise the risk of harm



or compromise to people,
information and assets







members of the public), information and assets. Agency
The agency’s physical security forms a part of the

employees know and understand these mechanisms and

continuous improvement of physical security internally

workplace health and safety requirements,

they are updated regularly

and across government

There are pockets of good security awareness and

planning, selection, construction and modification of

undetected

and difficult to assess

agency facilities and resources.

It is unlikely theft, or attempted theft, of agency assets or



There is limited confidence the agency’s physical security
information or assets

Some physical security measures reduce the risk of

Physical security is only considered late, if at all, in the



agency facilities and work areas, including design,

inaccessible or inoperable, or being accessed or removed

certification and accreditation

without proper authorisation




There are proportionate measures in place to deter,

Physical security is generally integrated into planning,

detect, delay, respond and recover any attempts to

selection, construction and modification of agency

attack or remove physical assets or information

facilities


agency facilities

The agency has robust disposal and destruction
procedures in place for information and assets, including
ICT equipment

Existing physical security measures are simple and
inconsistent across facilities and business areas.



Suspicious activity or threats would likely go unnoticed.

Physical security measures extend to people, information
and assets when they are not located within facilities or
on agency premises
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The agency has mechanisms in place to routinely detect
and monitor irregular access and controls



The agency’s physical security measures are constantly
monitored and audited

The agency is compliant with all zoning requirements for

information or resources being compromise, or made

planning, selection, construction or modification of



Physical security needs are actively considered in the

practice across the agency, but it is generally inconsistent

measures would reduce the risk of harm to people,





Unauthorised access to agency facilities would likely go

information would be detected


The agency has effective mechanisms in place for
protecting people (including customers, visitors and

understand the security lifecycle

Staff awareness of physical security risks is poor and
behavioural expectations are unknown or inconsistent

Employees with responsibility for physical security



The agency’s employees understand and respect the
importance of physical security measures, and accept the
consequences of repeat incidents
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The agency has effective ICT and cyber security measures
in place to detect and deter unauthorised or
inappropriate access to its information assets



Physical security incidents, issues or concerns are
routinely identified and reported by agency employees,
who actively contribute to making improvements



Changes to physical security arrangements, including to
the risk environment, are actioned promptly and
communicated effectively to agency employees



Physical security measures extend to managing the
security of special events, such as conferences, including
those held outside agency facilities



Physical security measures of contractors and service
providers, (including sub-contractors) are reviewed
regularly to ensure compliance with the requirements of
the agency



Physical security in the agency is adaptable and agency
employees understand their changing responsibilities in
such circumstances
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